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Maps published by GiziMap
TIBET Geographical Map 1: 2,000,000
TIBET Road Map 1: 2 000 000
H-45 Topographical Map 1: 1 000 000
Compilation original for relief 1:1 000 000 (hand-made)
Traditional hill-shading original (hand-made)
Printed map with hill-shading
World Atlas hill-shaded by GiziMap
p. 244-245 USA, Mexico  Scale 1:12 000 000 Hydrography
North America
Scale 1:20 000 000

Atlas Mira
p. 204-205
Fitting together hydrography and base map
Base map fitted to hydrography
Film for work on hill-shading

Colour print of base map for work on hill-shading
Hill-shading original made by hand on the folex
Scanned traditional hill-shading with hydrography
Printed pages from Reader’s Digest World Atlas
p. 196 Switzerland and North Italy